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picture this!
On the occasion of PAD’s 10th anniversary in London, Daniel Blau is
pleased to present an eclectic selection of paintings and photographs.
Artists include: Andy Warhol, Alfred Jensen, Dan McCarthy, Christa
Dichgans, Marc Quinn as well as a fine selection of vintage NASA prints
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from the Apollo XI mission.
All the works presented here show the artistic results of translating the
power of imagination into pictures. From Warhol’s precise and inimitable
lines, to McCarthy’s uncharacteristically light oil paintings all the way to the
wonders of the moon landing - this show promises to inspire and awaken
our senses.
Imagination from Latin imaginatio(n-), from the verb imaginari means to
‘picture to oneself ’, from ‘image’. Picture This! shows the powerful artistic
and political powers of pictures - their ever-lasting effectiveness to capture

collectors’ preview
Oct 3rd (by invitation
only) 3 - 8 pm
Vip Opening
Oct. 4th (by invitation
only) 3 - 8 pm
public Opening hours:
Wed. 5th - sun. 9th Oct.
2016
from 11 – 8 pm

their audiences and astound them with the condensed, yet distilled pictorial
information we so greatly love.

For further information
please email:
contact@danielblau.com

Come and join us for this special 10th anniversary instalment of PAD in
Berkeley Square, we look forward to welcoming you at our stand.
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Andy Warhol (1928 - 1987)
“n.t. (Woman on Dark Background)”,
ink and paint on Strathmore paper
35,3 x 30,4 cm
© The Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual
Arts, Inc. / Artists Rights Society (ARS), New
York 2016
Courtesy of Daniel Blau Munich

NASA · Apollo XI
“Buzz Aldrin’s Footprint in Lunar Soil 2”, 1969
silver gelatin print
24,1 (25,4) x 19 (20,3) cm
© NASA
Courtesy of Daniel Blau Munich
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Marc Quinn (*1964)
“Right-handed Figure (Rabbit)”, 2003
black patinated bronze, 4/5
38 x 20 x 10 cm
© Marc Quinn
Courtesy of Daniel Blau Munich

Christa Dichgans (*1940)
“MP mit Rosenkranz”, 1972
acrylic on canvas in artist frame
60 x 60 cm
© Christa Dichgans
Courtesy of Daniel Blau Munich
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